
 

Grade 1 - Monday  27th April 2020 
Our counting focus for the day: Count by 5s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amxVL9KUmq8 

 

 

Our get active link for the day is: Cosmic Kids Star Wars https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coC0eUSm-pc 
 

 

Reading - 30 minutes 
Focus: Chunking 
Learning Intention: To explore the chunking strategy 
 

Watch this clip to help you to understand the chunking strategy: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU_54bA2wmM 

 

Independent Reading (15mins) - Log into your Reading Eggs or Sunshine Online account. Choose a ‘Just Right’ Book. 
Remember to use the iPick strategy and the 5 finger rule. Read the book independently. When reading, focus on using the 
chunking strategy to read unknown words. Keep a piece of paper next to you so you can record the words you chunked and 
the parts you broke them into. 

Remember to: 

1. Look carefully for a word inside a bigger word 
2. Find sounds that I know  
3. Use my finger to break up the word 
4. Blend the word back together 

 
Task (10mins) -.Record the words you chunked. Use a coloured pencil or highlighter to show the chunks you broke the word 
up into. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amxVL9KUmq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coC0eUSm-pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU_54bA2wmM


Challenge: What digraphs can you find in your book? Record the word and highlight the digraph, just like the teachers did 
this morning in the morning message. 
 
This clip will help with your understanding of digraphs: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK8_Tvu6bJk 
 

 

Share time (5mins) - Share your learning with a member of your family 

Writing - 30 minutes 
Focus: Creative Writing 
Learning Intention: To follow the writing process wheel to create a story. 
 
Remember to: 

1. Explore your ideas by brainstorming 
2. Plan for your writing by creating pictures and labelling them 
3. Follow your plan when you write your draft 
4. Think about your concepts about print 

● begin your writing on the left side of your page 
● start your sentence with a capital letter 
● finish your sentence with a full stop 
● sit your letters on the line 

 

 
 

Exploring (5 minutes)- Imagine you are going on an adventure! Look at the picture. What can you see and how does it make 
you feel? Record your ideas on the paper. 
 
Planning (10 minutes) - Using the picture prompt and your exploring brainstorm, plan a story. Use a box plan. Fold your 
paper so that you have 8 boxes. Think about the following as you are planning: 
 

● What would it look like? 
● How would you get there? 
● What would you do when you get there? 
● Who would you take? 
● When are you going to go?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK8_Tvu6bJk


 
Drafting (20 minutes) - Using your plan, write a creative story that matches the picture. Remember to use our writing 
conventions. All sentences should start with a capital letter. Make sure you have full stop to show the end of your sentence. 
Think about using interesting words in your writing. Make it exciting for your audience. When you have finished your writing 
make sure you read it outloud. Does it make sense? Can you correct your spelling? Have you spelt the Oxford Words you 
know correctly? 
 

Numeracy - 30 - 45 minutes 

Focus: Addition 
Learning Intention: To revise what happens when we add two numbers together 
 
Counting on with Miss Allen (5 minutes)- https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nILD7Q4OvfDxew_R4qn2cVgmshBGa-Ny  

 

Remember when you are counting on, you put the big number in your head and then count on with the smaller number.  
 

 
 
Remember to: 

1. Put the bigger number inside your head 
2. Start counting from that number  
3. Count up by the smaller number 
4. Stop when you have worked out the answer 

 
Activity (25 Minutes)- Students create their own addition problems. Roll the dice to get your numbers. If you don’t have a 
dice write the numbers on paper to turn over to choose. Remember to record your problem like this - 6 and 5 makes. Show 
your thinking with paper and pencil. You could also use explain everything on an iPad to create a clip of your understanding. 
Remember to use your materials to help you. This could be lego, cars, coins, pencil etc. When you are showing your thinking, 
draw a model and write a number sentence like the one shown above. 
 
Reflection (5 minutes) - Share your work with a family member. Make sure that you explain your thinking. This means talking 
about the strategy you applied to the problem. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nILD7Q4OvfDxew_R4qn2cVgmshBGa-Ny


 

WEBEX Personal & Social Learning - 30 minutes 

 
THIS IS OUR WEBEX LESSON TODAY. WE WILL BE HAVING A CLASS MEETING AND COMPLETING PERSONAL & SOCIAL 
LEARNING TOGETHER.  SEE YOU ALL AT 11:30 AM. 
 
Focus: Positive coping - Sad 
Learning Intention: To demonstrate our understanding of positive coping  
 
Warm up (6 minutes)- Smiling Minds - Meditation - Daily Mindfulness Guide. 
https://app.smilingmind.com.au/sessions/2/3/ 
 

 

Remember to: 
1. Think of a time you felt sad 
2. Draw a picture of what happened 
3. Think of the strategy you used to feel better 
4. Record the steps you took 
5. Discuss your picture and strategies with someone 

 
Activity (15 minutes) - Think about a time when you felt sad. Write or draw when you felt sad and what you did to make 
yourself feel better 
 
Share time (5 Minutes)- Share your drawing and writing with a family member. Talk about the positive coping strategies you 
can use when you are feeling sad. 
 

 

 

 

https://app.smilingmind.com.au/sessions/2/3/

